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Summary  
 

 The EEA / EFTA is an internal market with the single market – it replicates the Single 

Market, with the exception of agriculture and fisheries policies, and common defence, 

security and foreign policy.  

 

 The EEA / EFTA is not a customs union, enabling members to negotiate trade deals with 

third countries (either bilaterally or as part of EFTA). It is possible, therefore, for EEA 

Members to be part of the EU Customs Union or of any other customs union. The 

combination of EEA and EU Customs Union therefore offers practical solutions to the need 

to establish a frictionless border between Northern Ireland and the Republic 

 

 The EEA / EFTA offers the possibility of unilaterally reforming the operation of any of the 

four freedoms, including the free movement of labour, subject to the presentation of a 

political case outlining the presence of ‘serious economic, societal or environmental 

difficulties’ in the absence of reform. There is precedent for this in Protocol 15 which 

applies to Lichtenstein and would have applied to the Swiss had they chosen to join the EEA. 

 

 EEA / EFTA membership means paying only for what is accessed from the Single Market 

(i.e. for the relevant agencies, programmes and so on that are included in the EEA 

Agreement). 

 

 EEA / EFTA Membership ends the direct jurisdiction of the ECJ, with British judges sitting 

on the EFTA Court and Surveillance Authority and it ends the principle of direct effect.  

 

 EEA / EFTA membership gives significant rule shaping as well as veto powers to members 

with respect to the rules that govern the relevant portions of the Single Market to the EEA 

Agreement. In addition to this, EEA / EFTA states retain their own independent seats and 

power in bodies like the WTO, while simultaneously possessing formal and informal powers 

to help shape the EU position at such bodies. 

 

 EEA Membership would not prevent governments from nationalising industries if desired: 

Norway has a nationalised railway system and spends well above the EU average on state 

aid at present.  

 

 The EEA / EFTA is an off the shelf, ready-made package that is well understood, providing 

business, consumers and citizens with certainty.  

 

 The UK would have significant influence within EEA / EFTA, not only in terms of the 

functioning and policy of the institution itself, but also in terms of its relations with the 

European Union and other trading partners.   
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What is the EEA / EFTA 
 

The European Free Trade Area (EFTA) is an international organisation and free trade area, 

established in 1960 by the EFTA Convention for the promotion of free trade and economic 

cooperation between its Member States. It was established with the goal of eliminating customs 

duties on one another’s products, but did not itself seek to form a customs union of any kind. Britain, 

along with the Scandinavians, drove the creation of EFTA and, until joining the EEC in 1973, 

dominated the organisation.  

The European Economic Area (EEA) is an internal market between the EU28 and three of the four 

EFTA states: Norway, Iceland and Liechtenstein. The fourth EFTA state, Switzerland, is not party 

to the EEA and enjoys less access to the single market through a series of bilateral agreements with 

the EU. 

The EEA is not part of the EU Customs Union, enabling members to negotiate trade deals with third 

countries (either bilaterally or as part of EFTA). It is possible, therefore, for EEA Members to be 

part of the EU customs union or of any other customs union. 

The EEA was established with the purpose of allowing the further participation of non-EU states in 

a single market (including all EU services) that is geographically broader than the EU’s Single 

Market, but that excludes agricultural and fisheries sectors and the EU customs Union. It also 

excludes Common Foreign & Security Policy, and Common Security & Defense Policy.  

 

EEA / EFTA and the EU Customs Union 

EEA / EFTA Membership alone would not resolve all customs matters as they relate to the Irish 

border. However, EEA / EFTA, being a free trade area, eliminates customs duties between the EU 

and EEA / EFTA states, while allowing the freedom to determine external tariffs in respect of third 

countries. Furthermore, the precedent for a further customs partnership exists in the form of the 

Swiss-EU Agreement on the Carriage of Goods, signed in 1990. The EEA with either the addition 

of membership of the EU Customs Union or an additional, UK-EU bilateral, comprehensive 

customs protocol to the EEA Agreement, offers practical solutions to the need to establish a 

frictionless border between Northern Ireland and the Republic.  

As described by EFTA: “EFTA does not envisage political integration. It does not issue legislation, 

nor does it establish a customs union… The EEA is not a customs union, thus most of the activities 

in the customs field are not relevant to the EEA Agreement.” 

This means that EEA /EFTA states are free to determine their own customs policy, whether 

individually or as a members of a or the customs union.  

While no EEA / EFTA states are currently members of the EU Customs Union, this is something 

that has happened by choice. The EEA is concerned with extending the vast majority of the Single 

Market arrangement beyond the EU, and it is through EFTA Membership that the UK would secure 

EEA membership.  

Neither the EEA nor EFTA arrangements constitute a customs union, but crucially, neither prevent 

their members from being part of a customs union, including the EU Customs Union.  
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The EEA is an internal market with the single market – it replicates the Single Market, with the 

exception of agriculture and fisheries policies, and common defense, security and foreign policy. It 

is not a customs union, meaning members can negotiate their own trade deals and, accordingly, 

secure members of the EU Customs Union.  

EFTA is a free trade area that eliminates customs duties between members and between EFTA 

members and the EU, thereby offering solutions to the Ireland-UK border in Northern Ireland, 

particularly with an EU Customs Union addition.  
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The EEA / EFTA and legal sovereignty 
 

The EEA / EFTA ends the principle of direct effect of EU rules. Any rules relating to the aspects of 

the Single Market that apply within the EEA / EFTA internal market must be passed by national 

parliaments. The EEA / EFTA therefore ends the principle of “Direct effect”. 

EEA / EFTA Members are not subject to the direct jurisdiction of the European Court of Justice. 

The EEA / EFTA is administered by the EFTA Court, and disputes managed by the EFTA 

Surveillance Authority. The EFTA Court and Surveillance Authority only adjudicate on matters 

relating to the EEA internal market and any violations of its principles.  

The EFTA Court has far less legal clout than the ECJ, and would have a number of UK judges as 

members of the Court. The Court currently has 3 permanent judges and 6 ad hoc judges. Most 

experts, including the President of the EFTA Court, have stated that they believe the permanent 

court would increase to 5 judges, with the UK getting two of those judges. This would give the UK 

considerable legal clout in the EEA / EFTA. 

The EFTA Court routinely makes divergent decisions to the ECJ. It is not possible to quantify the 

precise number of times in which the EFTA Court rulings differ from those of the ECJ due to the 

large number of cases in which the ECJ revise or revisit rulings in light of EFTA rulings, either 

immediately or subsequently adjusting to follow the EFTA Court’s precedent.   

The EEA / EFTA and financial contributions: 
 

EEA / EFTA Members (Norway, Iceland and Lichtenstein) are not required to pay any money into 

the EU budget, they only pay for what they access from the EU Single Market (i.e. for the relevant 

agencies, programmes and so on that are included in the EEA Agreement). The Swiss payments 

into the EU budget are tied to the level of access to the Single Market as determined by bilateral 

agreements. 

EEA / EFTA membership means paying only for what is accesses from the Single Market, and it 

ends the direct jurisdiction of the ECJ and the principle of direct effect, with British judges sitting 

on the EFTA Court and Surveillance Authority.  
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EEA membership and sovereignty: the rule taker/rule maker question 
 

It has been argued that EEA / EFTA membership would make the UK a rule taker. This is 

completely inaccurate.   

First, EEA / EFTA membership ends the principle of direct effect, meaning that any rules, 

regulations or directives that related to the EEA / EFTA portions of the Single Market must be 

passed by domestic legislatures.  

Second, according to the Icelandic Government, only 10% of all EU rules, regulations or directives 

passed since the creation of the EEA have had any domestic application. Of the 63,000 pieces of 

legislation passed by the EU from 1994-2004, only 6,300 of those had relevance to the EEA 

Agreement.  

Almost all of these regulations would need to be applied anyway by any state wishing to sell any 

products into the European Market, and according to Michael Emerson, Associate Senior Research 

Fellow at the Centre for European Policy Studies and former EU Ambassador to Moscow, the 

majority of these rules are the international baseline (ISO) standards which are “usually copy-and-

paste identical to EU ones” anyway.  

Third, EEA / EFTA states possess the ability to veto any rules, regulations or directives that they 

believe inappropriate through the so called “right of reservation”. The Norwegians most recently 

exercised this right to veto the Third Postal Directive, suffering absolutely no repercussions as a 

result.  

Fourth, UK representation on the EFTA Court and Surveillance Authority would mean British 

judges adjudicating matters relating to the application of all rules relating to the EEA / EFTA 

internal market and its operation.  

Fifth, EEA / EFTA Members have the right to participate in the drawing up of proposed EU 

legislation by the EU Commission as individual contracting parties and upon request of the EEA 

Joint Committee.  

Sixth, the EEA Joint Committee determines whether EU laws and directives are relevant to the 

EEA and/or whether adaptations are necessary. If an agreement is not reached in the EEA Joint 

Commission, then the relevant measures are suspended, i.e. they are not adopted. This effectively 

gives EEA / EFTA members an additional veto power.  

Seven, EEA / EFTA members participate in EU committees like all EU member states. This gives 

EEA / EFTA states multiple opportunities to shape and influence the rules and laws before they 

arrive at the Council or Parliament for approval.  

Eight, EEA / EFTA states have the option of imposing “safeguard measures” through the 

triggering of Article 112 of the EEA Agreement. This allows that state to suspend the operation of 

any of the four freedoms if the contracting party faces “serious economic, social or environmental 

difficulties of a sectorial or regional nature”. For more information see the next section. 

Nine, EEA / EFTA members can sit on global bodies like the WTO and International Labour 

Organisation (ILO). This gives them two chances to shape the global rules: first, through their 

independent seat on these organisations, and second through the informal and formal processes of 

shaping the EU position.  
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Ten, there are many informal means of not only influencing but of leading EU policy. As part of a 

confidential study, an unnamed global company stated that they believe EEA / EFTA states like 

Norway “have a stronger voice in different international bodies as a country outside the EU”, with 

former US vice President citing the Norwegians role in leading EU and European negotiations on 

climate change and maritime policy.  

EEA Membership would allow the UK to be a rule shaper. Trade with the EU as a non-member 

means some degree of rule taking is inevitable and unavoidable, particularly when trading from a 

WTO position. However, EEA / EFTA membership would give the UK the opportunity to shape 

and co-determine the manner in which rules are applied in the EEA internal market.  

To sell into the Single Market one must comply with certain standards in order to achieve mutual 

recognition on matters like conformity assessment and recognition of qualifications. Irrespective of 

our relationship with the EU we will use the standards from those global bodies as the basis for all 

domestic regulation. It is therefore impossible to substantially diverge from the Single Market. In 

fact, there are a very large number of American companies, including some that only directly sell 

within the United States, who adhere to EU standards. This is because it is easiest to adhere to only 

one set of regulations, and as those of the EU tend to be the most comprehensive regulations, those 

are the ones to which most will chose to adhere to. The EEA / EFTA therefore provides the 

maximum ability to shape rules from outside the EU. 

EEA / EFTA Membership would allow the UK to shape the drawing up and implementation of 

rules relating to the EEA / EFTA internal market, it retains judicial independence, ends the principle 

of direct effect and allows for the option of reforming any of the four freedoms. 
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The EEA / EFTA and the four freedoms – options on free movement 
 

The legal and philosophical basis of EFTA EEA is the EEA Agreement, the motivation of which is 

economic. Article 1 of the EEA Agreement states that the aim of the association is “to promote a 

continuous and balanced strengthening of trade and economic relations between the Contracting 

Parties”. The legal and philosophical basis of the EU is the Treaty of the European Union, which 

has the political objective of “ever closer union”.  

This means that the four freedoms operate in different manners within the two bodies: for EEA / 

EFTA members the four freedoms are instrumental, serving an economic purpose, whereas for the 

EU the four freedoms are fundamental, serving the political purpose of “ever closer union”, a 

concept which does not exist in the EEA / EFTA context.  

So while the EEA Agreement commits all contracting to uphold the ‘four freedoms’ of the EU: free 

movement of goods, services, capital and labour, the EEA / EFTA states have more leeway when it 

comes to implementing the freedoms. 

For example, Liechtenstein has, under Protocol 15 of the EEA Agreement, a quota on how many 

people can reside in the principality. The Swiss, had they voted to join the EEA, would also have 

had the ability to reform the operation of free movement as per Protocol 15. This makes clear that 

Lichtenstein is not a special case simply on the basis of its size because the Swiss had secured 

provisions under Protocol 15 as well.  

Under Articles 112 and 113 of the EEA Agreement, contracting parties can act unilaterally to stop 

implementing any of the freedoms if they can demonstrate ‘serious economic, societal or 

environmental difficulties’ with continued operation. In other words, if the UK can prove that it is 

being materially or socially harmed by free movement, it can act to reform its operation.  

While the UK could not trigger Articles 112 and 113 of the EEA Agreement in the same manner as 

Liechtenstein (their justification being predicated on their size), the Liechtenstein case has 

established a legal precedent upon which the UK could form a rationale for unilaterally curbing the 

free movement of people.  

The acute political, social and regional divisions and challenges that arose during and since the EU 

referendum relating to the operation of free movement form a sound basis for the triggering of 

Article 112 on the grounds of “societal difficulties”. The nature of any such reformed system is a 

matter for political determination between contracting parties to the EEA, and a number of different 

options have been posited. 

 

How the Protocol 15 Lichtenstein quota works: changes to residency, not work rights 

The Protocol 15 system for Lichtenstein is a quota on the number of persons who will be granted a 

right to residency, and it does not impact on the right of other EEA citizens to work in Lichtenstein. 

For an island state like the UK there is, in practice, no real difference between a right to work and a 

right to reside in a nation. The exception to this is with respect to Northern Ireland. In that case, the 

government’s stated desire to ensure a frictionless border – along with the rights conferred by pre-

existing Anglo-Irish agreements regarding rights to reside, work and use public services – would, in 

fact, confer even greater rights upon citizens on both sides of the border. 
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To this end, the EEA offers another means of bolstering and supporting the Good Friday Agreement, 

ensuring common rules across the entire UK, while enabling the required additional flexibility for 

how those rules operate in practice across the island of Ireland.  

The EEA offers the possibility of unilaterally reforming the operation of any of the four freedoms, 

including the free movement of labour, subject to the presentation of a political case outlining the 

presence of ‘serious economic, societal or environmental difficulties’ in the absence of reform. 

The UK in EEA / EFTA – an influential voice 
 

At present, only 1% of the population of the EEA live outside the EU. If the UK were to remain an 

EEA member after Brexit that would rise to 14%.  

The UK joining EEA / EFTA would increase the bodies combined GDP by seven times, making the 

UK by far the dominant member of the organisation.  

Furthermore, with the UK as a member, EEA / EFTA GDP would be approximately 25% that of the 

EU, giving the EEA / EFTA considerable influence and clout with regard to both the EU as well as 

third countries.  

UK economic, legal and political clout, therefore, would be considerable within the EEA. This 

would provide Britain with an opportunity for European leadership post-Brexit.  
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The EEA and State Aid – no restrictions  
 

The EEA states come under the same state aid rules as EU members. These state aid rules prevent 

governments giving any business an unfair advantage that would distort trade. Such rules do not 

prevent governments from nationalising already privatised industries or prevent the state from 

setting up government backed alternatives to privatized industries. There are no policies in any of 

the major parties manifestos from the last election that current state aid rules would in any way 

curtail.  

While most EEA states are below the EU average in terms of state aid spending, Norway is in fact 

well above the EU average in terms of state 

aid spending. See left. 

The Norwegian government operates its 

domestic railways (and the Austrian Federal 

government operate the one railway line in 

Lichtenstein). The Norges Statsbaner AS, the 

Norwegen State Railway company, the 

government owed operator of the railways, 

was established in 1996, after Norway 

entered into the EEA Agreement (when a 

larger railway company was split into 

separate state owned operation, 

administration and inspectorate bodies).  

In the EEA, State Aid is monitored by the 

EFTA Surveillance Authority, and so its state 

aid determinations are made by EEA 

members through a separate, parallel 

structure to that which monitors state aid in 

the EU. The EFTA working group on State 

Aid meets when required to determine the 

specifics of how state aid will be interpreted 

within the EEA, and is the means by which 

state aid discussions between the EEA and 

the EU are conducted.  

 


